AZUANHWiD
Identifying transaction sources is currently, more than ever, a key tool to perform
tasks, such as audits, or to prevent transaction rejections.
AZUANHWiD is the solution to these problems, as it is capable of
identifying device information out of which the transaction is being carried
out, while enabling to add it to the transaction report and allow our
customers to know where their users are.
AZUANHWiD capabilities go beyond having hardware information
that makes up the access endpoint.
AZUANHWiD characteristic protocol
provides information on whether any change
was made to the device and generates actions
or alerts, according to the customers' decisions.

RELEVANT CHARACTERISTICS

Integration: AZUANHWiD easily integrates with any active system currently running in your
organization in order to add a second authentication factor to your applications, without deploying
additional hardware pieces.

BENEFITS
More Conﬁdence: Using Internet as a transactional platform, the users may safely navigate the Web from any
location -ofﬁces, home, branches, airports and cafes- with no need for limiting standards.
Safety in Transactions and Portability: AZUAN technology allows organizations to rapidly increase its
online user database.
Reduced Operating Cost: Companies do not need to invest in additional hardware or software; they just have
to take advantage of the beneﬁts of something that has already become part of the users' lives.
Better User's Experience: There is no need for the users to download or set up software, or undergo prior
training sessions, as they do not need to have additional devices or cards.
Prevention scheme implemented by AZUAN drastically reduces protection costs against digital fraud.
AZUAN'S management interface enables companies to get a detailed record of the source transaction
hardware, making it easier to perform audit tasks and providing essential information to prevent transaction
rejections.

AZUANHWiD

Multiplatform: AZUANHWiD solution may be used to identify desktop or mobile devices,
allowing for company devices audit.

AZUANHWiD

CARACTERISTICAS
On-Demand Enrollment: Azuan
solution enables on-demand enrollment,
programmed in a way that the users log in
the ﬁrst time they use the solution, keeping
their experience intact.

Associated Bluetooth or USB
Devices: It provides exibility to use the
device of your choice in the identiﬁcation
process, keeping the best security
standards during the process.

Traceability: All information collected
by Azuan HWiD is stored in a database that
may be easily integrated with event correlation
or automatic attack identiﬁcation services to
identify attack vectors more efﬁciently.
Proprietary Protocol: It prevents
target phishing and attacks such as MITM,
ensuring source and target validity for all the
transactions.

Identifying Device Serials: Azuan
HWiD identiﬁes the device, as well as each
of its most critical components (disks,
cards, processor, etc.), increasing the
audit capabilities of the end user's devices.

AZUANHWiD
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Apple Operating System
MAC OS 10.6 and higher

Mobile Devices
IOS 5 and higher
ANDROID and higher
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